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H eat shock and thiamine deprivation resulting Escherichia coli
tolerance to formaldehyde stress depend on error-free DNA

repair process. Heat shock and thiamine deprivation cause a
simultaneous increase in mutation frequency and induce reversion to
prototrophy of different nutritional markers as shown in this study
through Ames fluctuation tests. Both non-mutagenic stresses in the
presence of formaldehyde have now shown reduction in mutation
frequency induced to prototrophy. These effects are due to the higher
increase in the genotoxicity of formaldehyde in different E. coli

strains. Both E. coli strains, ABl157 and AB1884, exposed to 37·C
and src, respectively appeared more resistant to formaldehyde
concentrations in preincubation experiments. Formaldehyde appeared
different levels of genotoxicity among different E. coli strains, in plate
tests. The increase of resistance to formaldehyde is due entirely to an
increase in the capacity of the cells for DNA repair. The results
indicated that heat shock and thiamine deprivation could induce

error·free DNA repair process in E. coli as shown herein in the control
experiments of Ames-standard and modified fluctuation tests. The
latter arises to the positive growth leading to significant reduction in
pH than 7.2. Thus, both different types of stress are able to induce
error-free DNA repair in E. coli cells. Bacterial growth in the
Ames·fluctuation tests was negatively correlated with reduce in pH
than 7.2. Results obtained from the analysis of variance revealed that;
heat shock, formaldehyde concentrations and the interaction between

both of them (in some cases) significantly affected on the bacterial
growth and also reduced pH below 7.2.
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